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history of north africa wikipedia - north africa is a relatively thin strip of land between the sahara desert and the
mediterranean stretching from moroccan atlantic coast to egypt currently the region comprises five countries from west to
east morocco algeria tunisia libya and egypt the region has been influenced by many diverse cultures the development of
sea travel firmly brought the region into the mediterranean, history of north africa history and timelines - the arab
conquests 7th century one of the most dramatic and sudden movements of any people in history is the expansion by
conquest of the arabs in the 7th century only the example of the mongols in the 13th century can match it the desert
tribesmen of arabia form the bulk of the muslim armies their natural ferocity and love of warfare together with the sense of
moral rectitude provided, north africa region africa britannica com - north africa region of africa comprising the modern
countries of morocco algeria tunisia and libya the geographic entity north africa has no single accepted definition it has been
regarded by some as stretching from the atlantic shores of morocco in the west to the suez canal and the red sea, history
of algeria wikipedia - much of the history of algeria has taken place on the fertile coastal plain of north africa which is often
called the maghreb or maghrib north africa served as a transit region for people moving towards europe or the middle east
thus the region s inhabitants have been influenced by populations from other areas including the carthaginians romans and
vandals, algeria facts history geography britannica com - by 1847 the french had largely suppressed algerian resistance
to the invasion and the following year made algeria a d partement of france french colonists modernized algeria s
agricultural and commercial economy but lived apart from the algerian majority enjoying social and economic privileges
extended to few non europeans
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